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QUESTION-Many metaphysicians claim to have 
experienced extraordinary psychical phenomena. 
They describe visions of an amazing nature, asserting 
that they are able to see and converse with ghosts, 
spirits, elementals, superhuman creatures, invisible 
adepts and divinities, and even the persons of the 
Godhead Itself. Many metaphysical organizations 
make similar claims, affirming their material move
ments to be directed by superhuman entities. Please 
clarify this matter. 

ANSWER-The problem set forth in the above 
question is of the most fundamental importance, yet 
because of the intimate nature of its inferences it is 
difficult to drive the facts home to people who 
really do not want to know the truth. It is very 
difficult for a novice in things occult to perceive 
clearly the actual degree to which things super

-- -p1ty-siuti1frptfigerhemse/veS upon -our pnystcal con
cerns. Not only is there a natural ignorance in this 
matter common to all imperfectly developed mor
tals, but there is an artificial ignorance caused by 
the studied dissemination of misinformation on all 
the phases of the subject. 

We all like to believe that our fellow creatures 
are honest and sincere, people above ulterior mo
tive and the exploiting instinct, but unfortunately 
such is not the case. Wherever profit is concerned 
man's ethical standards are apt to be corrupted. In 
all parts of society the ignorant are exploited by the 
shrewd, nor has religion escaped the general con-
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tamination of the age. Numerous are the lies that 
are circulated in the name of truth, and equally 
numerous are the evils committed in the name of 
good. It seems to be part of Nature's plan that the 
ignorant must suffer . . A wisdom greater than ours 
has probably ascertained that only through suffer
ing, disillusionment and dilemma can the state of 
ignorance be made so miserable that mankind will 
no longer be satisfied to remain therein. 

Of those who suffer from the results of their 
own folly only a few, however, learn the lessons 
which experience intends. The majority of people 
extricate themselves painfully from one evil only 
to fall into another ill equally stupid. Yet a man 
cannot be greater than himself, nor wiser than his 
own experience. Warnings do little good. Each 
individual feels himself an exception to the general 

- rule antl must-learn - mtifiil y tne moaerate courses 
of the wise. 

Nearly all religious people have been taught cer
tain reasonable standards of right action, and near
ly all religious people promptly forget the practical 
moralities of their faith. As of the religious world 
in general, so of the metaphysical in particular. Any 
person worthy to be termed rational realizes that 
the universe is bound together by certain laws and 
principles which cannot be violated and which give 
to every man according to his works. The numer
ous disillusionments in metaphysics are due to the 
failure of common sense and integrity. Under the 
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glamour of the supernatural the sense of values and 
proportions is lost and foolishness is rewarded with 
disaster. 

Psychical phenomena is a term to c'Onjure with. 
Many people feel that it is a special virtue to see 
things they cannot understand. It is a tragic error 
to permit occult studies to unseat the reason and 
destroy the sense of values and proportions so neces
sary to intelligent living and thinking. 

A person leaving an orthodox faith or coming 
into new thought from the sphere of material sci
ence finds the sphere of the occult sciences a world 
of wonders indeed. To equilibrate oneself in this 
new concept of the universe is not easy. It is for 
this reason that the great metaphysical schools of the 
past permitted only the most advanced types of hu
manity to become aware of the secret sciences. Since 
the profaning of the old Mysteries knowledge suit
able only for the wise has become the more or less 
common property of the unqualified and the unin
formed. The result is bound to be philosophical 
chaos. It is not any longer possible to keep the 
secret sciences from the profane. It is therefore 
necessary to instruct the many in the ethics of the 
divine institution of thought intended only for an 
enlightened few. 

In order to take up the elements of the question, 
we are going to define our consideration of the 
whole problem under four headings. T here are 
many aspects to each general issue, but these natural
ly group themselves into certain classifications. We 
shall therefore consider the occult factors in modern 
philosophical thought under the headings; (1) De
ception; (2) Imagination; (3) Hallucination; 
(4) Illumination. 

DECEPTION is our first consideration. The 
exploitation of the supernatural has been a successful 
and remunerative profession in human society ever 
since the beginning of civilization. Religions have 
been in constant processes of reformation, and ref
ormation is nothing more or less than a revolt 
against corruption. Wherever deception is profit
able, deception must always be suspected. Decep
tion may be profitable either in terms of money or 
in terms of satisfied vanity. In the case of organiza
tions the monetary factor is most likely to predomi

nate. In the case of individuals it is most likely to 
be the vanity factor. 

In occultism we will use the term deception to 
cover the general field of religious fraud. The 

most common variety of this is the procedure of 
gaining power or authority for ~n idea by attribu
ting it to some high spiritual source. For example, 
a man may write a very poor book, the legitimate 
sale for which would be about 200 copies. But if 
he suggests in that book or in the publicity attend
ing it that it was dictated to him by a Mahatma, the 
sale is bound to reach 10,000. It is so easy to say 
that a Mahatma inspired it. Furthermore there is 
no danger of an expose, for no one will ever find 
the Mahatma in question and the fraud prospers. 
If anyone should ask where this Mahatma is, the 
author of the book may glibly reply that it is a 
secret between himself and the Mahatma and that 
it is all a spiritual affair which ordinary -mortals 
would not be able to understand. 

An imaginary adept also comes in handy in the 
building of organizations. A half dozen mch silent 
partners mean a large business and a thriving mem
bership. How then is the average person, not con
versant with Mahatmas and incapable of recogniz
ing an adept if he saw one, going to protect him
self against such deception? There is only one ans
wer-the average person cannot protect himself be
cause he has none of the instruments of reason 

necessary to unveil the hoax. His good sense may 
warn him of the deceit but to prove in legal term 
the fact or misfact of the case is beyond him. The 
result is spurious organizations are flourishing all 
over this country, depending for their success upon 
imaginary adepts or else actually appropriating the 
names of bona fide initiates without any authority 
or right to do so. T he most outlandish jargon 
imaginable has been circulated under the presumed 
authority of the great World Teachers and Mes
siahs. Indian Mahatmas and Tibetan Lamas are 
held responsible for pronouncements unworthy of 
a ten year old child. T he racket goes merrily on 
its way, supporting itself by forgery and lies, and 
deceiving the gullible at a great rate. With such 
type of movements, all metaphysical implications 
or claims are deceptions, one of the most profitable 
deceptions in the world. 
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Another method of getting authority for a mod
ern notion is to hang it on to some ancieizt philo
sophical or religious order. Thus the Mystery 
Schools of the classical civilizations at:e apt to come 
forth again into this modern generation with noth
ing in common with their original form but the 
name. Egyptian, Greek, Persian, Chinese and 
European Mystery Schools find their , fraudulent 
counterparts in modern metaphysics. This system 
again is very simple. Supposing that some modern 
metaphysician with an eye to business decided to 
restore the mysteries of the Druids. He has a tree 
reign because all of the Druids have been dead for 
over a thousand years, and there is no one to con

~_ _ -----,trfldl:ctanythillg.JJe waYJ ,are to say. I.orestore th..c 
philosophy of the Druids and their mystery rituals 
at this time would be an exceedingly difficulf mat
ter, but it is not difficult to read a few books on the 
subject and work out something that 'contains a lit-
de of fact and a vastness of fancy. A few hundred 
dollars and a little ingenuity, and a modern Druidic 
Order could be formed which possessed everything 
relative to the Druids except the true knowledge 
which they possessed. Documents could be forged, 
old seals copied, until to, the person who knew 
nothing of,t.he matter everything woultj seem ex
ceedingly bona fide. Druidicinitiations could then 
be retailed at a reasonable figure. There could be 
much high sounding but non-eventuating , philos
ophy, and thousands of honest, aspiring human souls 

would be victimized by another deception. If neces
sary a couple of old Druid initiates could be pro
duced from the bag of tricks, and they might even 
sit tQt:.... !_.I1nr p-ictur(s. ____ ' ~ 

---~---"-'-<-'-, .. ., 

The procedure which we have described above 
has been resorted to time and time again in general 
outline. ' But still people who seem to be compara
titdy intelligent fall under the glamour and believe 
that at last th~y have found {(the real "hing." 

Individuals practice deception 'in occult matters 
usually in an effort 'to appear "to be highly advanced 
or spiritual: A metaphysical form of keeping up 
with the loneses. They read of some unusual phe
nomenon and immediately report with bated breath 
that it has just occurred to them. Very often it is a 
vanity deception which leads later to the founding 

of spurious movements. A person finds how easy 
it is to deceive others, and gradually it comes into 
their mind that , it would be profitable to make a 
business of it. T he supposed occult experiences gain 
for them a new respect and prestige, and they al
most invariably finally capitalize this new sphere 
of influence . 

• 
IMAGINATION is our second consideration. 

Imagination is believing that which one desires to 
believe, or seeing that which one desires to see. In 
metaphysics imaginings are the substance of things 
hoped for. The mind, plays tricks, on all of us and 
the less knowleig~ we possess ihe more easily we 
,deceit,le ourselves. A trained imagination is a power
ful asset' and an untra'it1ed imlrgination i{ an lfbomi- -
,nation to the reason. Alas, imagination can mak.e 
a~epts of. us all! , 

. If it, were not for imagination occult fraud would 
'not be so apt to flourish. Deception 'and imagina
tion work closely together: One man tells of a 
psychical experience he never had and immediate
ly somebody else has one just like it: 'We know of 
one organization that fabricated a Mahatma out of 
the whole cloth, and within a few years thousands 
of students belonging to tha.t organization thought 
or imagined they, had seen or conversed with thiJ 
Mahatm'a and were perfectly willing to take oath 
as to his existence. ,It'if unhappy that weak minds 
and stro,ng imaginations usually' go together. 

Imagination is ,closely 'involved with reading, 
listening, studying and hoping. You all know the 
story .of the man who read detective thrillers late at 

- night,,; drttam-ed-oof.-the-g-ru-esome;o.ltappmings-lre had 

read and woke at two a. m. perfectly ' convinced 
that his house was full of murderers and thugs. 
As soon as he had completely awakened however 
he realized the impossibility of the situation and 
went back to sleep. 

But let us tran;pose this situation a little. Sup
posing that inste.ad of detective stories the man had 
been reading faiztastic ~etaphYfical literature for 
several years, without the training or capacity to 
understand it. After a late evening with his fan
tastic book he also had a nightmare. He is in the 
mood for mystery and when he wakes up at two 
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a. m. he does not reali.?:e the absurdity of his dream. 
His value sense has been undermined by an unwise 
selection of literature and he is perfectly convinced 
that he has had an occult experience. He saw 

gnomes and other elementals, and also he saw some
thing he thinks was an adept. In tke morning he 
wonders if it was an initiation, and by the next day 
he is perfectly certain that it was an initiation and 
that he has become part of the occult aristocracy of 
the universe. From that time on he always refers 
to himself and the gods as "we who are enlighten
ed." All a.twitter, this deluded soul reads all kinds 
of. metaphysical literature and haunts occult teachers 
of ~everal varieties in order to understand his "vi
sion.:'. We have particularly noted how. seldQ it 
is that people who claim to see -things have the 
slightest understanding of what they see. After 

several years of questing, the man who had the 
nightmare goes into a psychological frame of mind 
in which he is bound to have more nightmares, and 
after it few years of this procedure he is ready to 
stari a metaphysical organization of his own. It is 
a sad but evident fact that many occult movements 
in the world today have nothing more substantial 
behind them than a bad dream. . 

Imagination may afflict in several ways. It fre
quently gives false reasons to simplea.nd evident 
things. Ordinarily when a man .stubs his toe it is 
an accident, but when a .metaphysician stubs his toe 
it is either "malicious animal magnetism" or "the 
black brotherhood." Thus it seems that imagina
tion also kas its morbid side. Everything takes on a 
supernatural significance. He is the victim of de
structive thoughts and he often gets into a situation 
not so different from the theologians of the Middle 
Ages who were afraid to go out at night because 
the devil was hidden under the doorstep. The ef
fect of the constant strain upon the imaginative 

faculty may also have an unhappy physical reac
tion. The person becomes tense, nervou{. and gen
erally upset. The mind becomes a victim of the 
impulses and a supersensitive psychical condition is 
often actually produced, which in extreme cases may 
become psychopathic. 

In the last ten or fifteen years there has been a 
deluge of outlandish metaphysical writings: They 
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are products of distorted imagination and they w£ll 
distort the imaginative faculties of weak-minded 

people who read them. These books have little if 
any practical value and are responsible for much oc
cult tale-mongering that brings discredit to the 
whole subject. All sincere efforts to restore the an
cient Wisdom Teachings must battle with the prej
udices arising from wild and unbridled imagina
tion. Here again is evidence of what happens when 
unprepared persons are permitted to play like child
ren with great universal truths. Distortion is in
evitable and distortion becomes the foundation of 
the superstructure of misinformation. 

HALLUCINATION is our third consideration. 
Hallucinaton may have a chemical origin. It is 
mucn more difficult to uproot than superficial imag
inings, and often carries with it an authority which 
leads to extre"-mes of irrationality. Metaphysical 
hallucin,ations are similar to mental aberrations aris
ing from the use of alcohol and narcotics. Halluci
nation is almost inevitable to any person attempting 
occult study without a well-trained and well-bal
anced intellect and an emotional nature under good 
control. We usually think of delirium tremens as 
a psychical affliction taking the form of violent and 
horrible experiences which, in advanced stages, is 
incurable. While this is true of alcoholism and cer
tain other mania-forming drugs, all hallucinations 
are not of a morbid or terrifying nature, but they 
all have their origin in a psycho-chemical unbalance. 

Hassan Sabbah, the Old Man of Mount Alamout, 
the founder of the Sect of the Assassins, controlled 
his fanatical followers by the means of an Oriental 
drug. This drug produced visions and dreams of 
ecstatic beauty. T he mind floated in a paradisaical 
sphere. All the evils and worries of life were dis
sipated. Hassan Sabbah told his followers that this 
drug gave them a temporary ability to know the 
bliss of the heavenly state to which they would all 
go if .they died in his service. In the face of this 
promise death was an experience to be desired and 
the Assassins gladly exposed themselves to the great
est dangers, inspired by the belief that they would 
spend all eternity in the heaven of their hashish 
dreams. 

Evangelical revivalism is almost identical with 
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narcotic drugs in its effects upon the psychical or
ganisms of the poorly organized person. By stir
ring up emotion an inner excitation is caused which 
many people believe to be a spiritual experience or 
an extension of consciousness, but there is a great 
inierval of evolution between an emotional complex 
and Nirvana. Primitive peoples work themselves 
into religious frenzies, believing their state of ex
citement and exhaustion to have something divme 
about it. Mob psychology and the frenzy of an 
over-stimulated emotional nature is a physical 110t a 
spiritual phenomenon. 

Any fanatic is subject to hallucinations because 
they derange the normal functions of the mind, and 
there is no fanlltic mOre: fanatical than a religt6us 
fanatic. Psychical hallucinations arise from an un
balanced emotional attitude toward religion. Such 
an attitude is most common among metaphysicians 
and metaphysical movements. No person of intem
perate emotions can be in any way certain of the 
experiences of his inner life. The kind of religious 
ecstasy of which the average undeveloped person 
is capable is similar to alcoholism in its hallucina
tional possibilities. Religion is a serious business 
for balanced people. Emotionally uncontrolled peo
ple will find their way to truth hopelessly obscured 
by their own emotions. 

That there are great initiates and adepts in the 
world is acknowledged by all of the great systems 
of esoteric philosophy, but these adepts do not spend 
their valuable time catering to the emotional sensi
bilities of silly people, nor are they founding organ
izations to bestow cosmic conscioumess upon foolish 
mortals who have not yet learned to make reason
able use of human consciousness. What most peo
ple call cosmic consciousness is merely a psycho
chemical crisis in the emotional organism. It may 
be ((full of wonderfulness" but it is no sign whatever 
of spiritual achievement. 

We have examined the ({esoteric doctrines" and 
the most secret inside secrets of several groups of 
so-called highly evolved metaphysicians who, ac
cording to their own statements, spend most of 

their time communing with adepts. It does not 
take long to discover that these doctrines are the 
result either of ignorance or deception. The instruc

tions are either cribbed intact from other works or 
else are built upon a hodge-podge of borrowed 
fragments. It is evident to a person of even reason
able mentality that such gallimaufries of error have 
not descended from great masters of wisdom but are 
accumulations of metaphysical scraps. The contra
dictions . and confusions given out in the name of 
wisdom are evidence of childish minds trying to 
think beyond their own capacities. 

Hallucinations may also arise from the result of 
following false or incomplete methods of ((spiritual 
development." Trick breathing and strange formu
lae for the unfoldment of the soul are much more 
apt to lead to hallucination than illumination. No 
individual can hope- to --understand correctly any 

form of knowledge which he has not prepared him
self to receive. If spiritual light descends upon a 
person whose organisms are too low in vibration to 
receive that light, the result must be hallucination. 
No one can know more than he is, and anyone 
who attempts to storm the gates of heaven through 
organizations or formulae must awake some time 
to the realization that he is a victim ofhallucination. 

In next month'Netter we will take up our fourth 
consideration, that of Illumination. 

----'000--

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

QUESTION-,-What is the proper philosophical at
titude towards suicide? 

ANSWER-Several newspapers have recently car
ried accounts of prominent persons who have com
mitted suicide to escape the prolonged inroads of 
incurable disease. These accounts have raised the 
question as to the integrity of such action. Is a 
person justified in ending his own physical life if 
it appears to be no longer possible for him to live 
a healthy normal and constructive existence? 

T he attitude of society towards suicide has been 
subjected to numerous changes and modifications 
in the thousands of years of social history. Some 
nations have regarded the action of self-destruction 
'as highly honorable. Others have regarded it as 
commendable under certain extremities, but for the 
most part such a course of action has been con-
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demned as irreconcilabl~ with the highest standards 
of human propriety. ' 

The Mystery SchooZ's of the ancient world were 
in reasonabty complete accord in their condemnation 
of the deed of suicide. The religio-philosophical 
institutions taught that self-destruction was an act 
of violence against the soul. Not that the soul it
self could, strictly speaking, be injured, but rather 
that suicide was a breach of spiritual ethics. Two 
examples will fairly represent the attitude of the 
ancients. 

In the Bacchic and Eleusinian Mysteries the sa
cred dramas exhibited in tableau and pageantry the 
death of the Universal Soid deity Dionysus. This 
god is torn to pieces by the twelve giants of primor
dial Chaos who 'are called the Titans and represent 
the irrational elements of the material world. After 
these giants have devoured the body of Dionysus 
they are destroyed by the i7tunderbolt of Zeus who, 
from their charred remains, formed as from clay 
the first human beings. T he initiates were instruct
ed in the mystical truth that the human body was 
composed of a mixture of the elementary substances 
and divine essenc,es, the , former derived from the 
ashes of the Titans and the latter from the blood 
of Dionysus or Bacchus. _Any man who raised his 
hand in violence against another or against himself 
was guilty of impiety against the god Dionysus 
whose essences were mixed with every part of the 
corporeal fabric. T hereforethe ancient saying, 
"Who strikes himself strikes the god within him." 

Pythagoras held a slightly different view but the 
substance of his opinion agreed in effect with the 
older teachings of the original Orphics. According 
to the Pythagoreans the physical body of 'man was 
a living temple within the recesses of which dwelt 
a divine spirit, one with the eternal nature of God. 
T he body was therefore a temple sacred to 'divinity, 
and to defile the body was to d4ame tM' "secret 
master of the house." This doctrine was ,so literally 
enforced that none of the Pythagoreans 'would per
mit the body to be mutilated either ' by surgery or 
autopsy and their opinion so 'completely dominated 
Gree k culture that medical science was. limited to 
the clinical examination o/disease. , ' .. 

The Platonic philosophy somewhat modified the 

rigid views of the older schools. Suicide was justi
fied in certain extremities but the whole subject was 
circumscribed by profound and exact philosophical 
rule.s. For example, an initiate was permitted to 
take his own life if faced by torture intended to 
force him to reveal the secrets of the Mysteries. 
He was also permitted to voluntarily sacrifice his 
life in the service of his god or in an effort to rescue 
some unfortunate from extreme danger. He was 
also permitted this extreme action if it was impos
sible for him to continue in this life on a level of 
integrity inconsistent with the inner development 
of his own soul. He might choose death before 
spiritual dishonor. 

If! ' no case however was suicide permitted in or
der to escape from sickness; sorrow, responsibility, 
or any material evil which did not afflict the spirit 
or render the life incapable of further progress. 

Corruption is the inevitable end of all flesh , but 
the deterioration of material fabric does n~t justify 
physical destruction while life, opportunity and pos
sibilities of philosophical self-improvement remain. 
A person who discovers that some disease will per
mit only a few years or even a few ~onths of life 
should not think first of self-destruction but rather 
of the opportunity that yet remains for him to im
prove in inward knowledge so that he may/ace the 
transition with a good hope. 

Death is an initiation, into the spiritual mysteries 
~f th.e inner life, and each man should approach the 
l11evttable end fortified with wisdom and vision. 

'Man begins to die the day that he is born, and, as 
t.he poet wrote; {{The cradle is ever rocking in the 
open grave.~' Therefore all that man accomplishes 
in this ~aterial sphere he accomplishes while dying. 
An umnformed. man- once asked an aged initiate 
why he did not take life less strenuously in his de
clining years. The old sage replied: "Life is a race 
with time and as my course is nearly run , should I 
cease striving or, iike the runner at the games, try 
harder because the goal ~'s nearer?" . . 

The person contemplating suicide would do well 
to remember the story told of the Greek philosopher 
who . lay dying in the house of d disciple: The 
friends were gathered in an outer room when a 
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stranger entered with some gossip of the day. 
Chancing to look through the doorway into the 
inner apartment where tlte philosopher lay dying, 
they beheld him propped up on one elbow listening 
attentively to the gossip. One called out to him, 
((Father why do you listen to the gossip of this 
world when you are so soon to leave it?" "I may 
be dying," the wise man replied, ((but I am not yet 
dead and while I still live I can still learn." 

A wise person does not wreak vengeance upon 
himself for the evils of his world. He realizes that 
the purpose of /tfe is the accomplishment of wisdom 
and experience. Each of the vicissitudes of life 

brings with it the opportunity to increase knowl
edge and perfect setj-. - While-yet the breuth"-o f life 
is within any body, experience is possible to the soul 
within that body. Philosophy demands of its dis
ciples that they learn all things well and seek to 
avoid none of the experiences of this life. 

The ancient teachings set forth in symbolic terms 
the punishments and penalities of suicide. As the 
great Neoplatonist expressed it, in normal death the 
soul separates itself from the body by a natural pro
cess. In suicide the body separates itself from the 
soul by a violent and irrational action. As this 
action is contrary to the psychical laws of nature, 
vibrations are set up which temporarily disrupt the 
harmony of the soul. For this reason it is written 
that the suicide is neither dead nor alive. He has 
violently destroyed his physical vehicle but he has 
not fulfilled the years of his destiny, therefore he 
must remain in the superphysical elements of the 
earth to which his superphysical parts are still at
tached until the normal span of his life, as set forth " 
in the spiritual archetype of his physical existence, 
has been completed. To such disembodied but not 
decarnated entities the ancients gave the name of the 
"undead." They must continue physical but unseen 
until the law of their life has been satisfied. 

While this circumstance works no permanent 
hardship upon the soul, which in its natural time 
is released from this artificial condition, it works a 
temporary hardship and the suicide discovers that 
his action has delivered him from no evil, released 
him from no problem, and preserved him from no 
disaster. 

QUESTION-Does the doctrine of Reincarnation 
conflict with the teachings of Christianity? 

ANSWER-On at least two occasions Jesus ac
knowledged pre-existence, which is almost equiva
lent to an actual acknowledgement of Reincarnation. 
He certainly refers to His Messianic pre-existence 
in these words: "Before Abraham was, I am." In 
another place Jesus declares definitely that His Dis
ciples were with Him before the beginning of the 
world. According to the Gospels these disciples 
were. ordinary men and there is no inference that 
they should be considered as divine incarnations or 
in any way exceptional from other men. To have 
been with Jesus before the worlds were infers a vast 
spiritual ~xistence "and a -continuity of consciousness 
over a great extent of time. Jesus also inferred that 
he Himself will return to this world, and this Second 
Coming, towards which so many pious Christians 
look, would itself establish Reincarnation beyond 
debate. The Master further promised that those 
who believe in His words shall do greater things 
even than he has done. That St. John accepted the 
doctrine of Rebirth is evident from the 12th verse 
of the 3rd chapter of Revelation: "Him that over
cometh willI make a pillar in the temple of my God 
and HE SHALL GO NO MORE OUT. The 
words "go no more out" are susceptible of no other 
interpretation than as a reference to periodic returns 
to an earthly existence for those who have not yet 
perfected themselves in the mysteries of life. 

To sum up the Biblical situation, there is no def
inite statement concerning Reincarnation in the 
Bible other than the verse from Revelation just 
quoted. There are, however, a number of enigmati
cal statements in which the law of Reincarnation 
seems to be inferred. Without this doctrine many 
of the passages of the Old and New Testaments 
are meaningless and without point. On the other 
hand, nowhere in the Jewish or Christian Scriptures 
is the doctrine of Rebirth assailed, denied, criticized 
or condemned. The whole subject, therefore, is not 
a doctrinal issue and the belief in Reincarnation 
cannot be dismissed as heretical from the words of 
Jesus or the prophets. 

T he prevalence of the belief in Reincarnation in 
the first centuries of the Christian era is evidenced 
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by its wide acceptance b)l the early Greek and Latin 
fathers of the Christian church. It appears ,also that 
the Essenes, a religious, order of whic/lJesus is sup
posed to have been a n'lember, accepted the doctrine 
of Rebirth, having derived knowledge of it from 
Pythagoras, the founder of their order. The Gnos
tics, the most learned of Christian orders, and the 
first heretics, taught Reincarnation and claimed to 
have derived their mystical traditions from a disciple 
of St. Matthew. Reincarnation was defended by 
many faihers of the early Church, among them 
Origen, Justin Martyr, Clemens Alexandrinus, Ne
mesius, Synesius, Hilarius, and Arnobius. Probably 
the most outspoken of these Christian patriarchs 
was Origen, a man who combined a high degree of 
philosophical insight and-true Christian piety. He 
·writes' of Reincarnation in this fashion: 

Is it not more in conformity with reason that 
every soul for certain mysterious reasons (I speak 
now according to the opinions of Pythagoras, Plato 
and Empedocles whom Celsus frequently names) 
is introduced into a body, and introduced according 
to .ITS DESERTS AND FORMER ACTIONS?" 

It is generally believed that in the sixth century 
A. D. the Fifth General Council of Constantinople 
anathematized Reincarnation, but it is now evident 
t'hat this prevailing prejudice is unfounded. To 

quote the Rev. A. Henderson, Vicar ofSt. John de 
Sepulchre, N orwic h : 

"A further objection which exists in the minds 
of many is based on the supposed condemnation of 
the doctrine by the Church in the Fifth General 
Council of Constantinople. A careful consideration 
of the historical situation makes it abundantly clear 
that the question of Reincarnation was not even 
raised at the Council; and that the condemnation 
of certain extreme tenets of the Origenists was the 
act of Mennas, Patriarch of Constantinople. in the 
Provincial Synod. In this he was instigated by the 
Emperor Justinian who ordered him to procure the 
subscription of the bishops to the anathemas. This 
local synod was held in A. D. 543, while the Gen-· 
eral Council did not meet until ten years later. It 
is easy to understand, however, how this extra~con
ciliar sentence of Mennas was, at a later period, mis
taken for a decree of the General Council." 

The above quotation clarifies two points of con
troversy; first, the problem of Reincarnation was 
not even considered by 4he Fifth General Council; 
second the Provincial Synod directed against the 
Origenists makes no specific reference to Reincar
nation and there is no way of proving that the doc
trine of Rebirth was even one of the "extreme tenets" 
which had irritated Justinian. It therefore follows, 
as Mr. G. R. S. Mead, an eminent scholar in mat
ters of early Christian tradition, has observed, that 
the Christian Church has never formally a1Wibe
matized Reincarnation. 

E. D. Walker, in his valuable work REINCARNA

TION includes the illustrious name of St. Buenaven
tura among the many churchmen . who favored the 
doctrine. Prof. Wincenty Lutoslawski, in his im
portant book PRE-EXISTENCE AND REINCARNATION, 

writes thus of Rebirth: 
"It finds favor even with Roman Catholic theo

logians, amongst whom was the great scholar, Mon
signor Archbishop Passavalli (1820-1897) who not 
only declared that Reincarnation is not in conflict 
with Catholic. dogma, but himself accepted the doc
trine, at the age of sixty-two, from two disciples of 
the Polish School of Philosophy, and 'lived up to 
the age of seventy-two, unshaken in his conviction 
that he had lived many times on earth and that he 
was likely to return.' " 

The attitude of the Christian Church in the 

twentieth century on the vital issue of Reincarnation 
is best summari.ud in the opinions of two leading 
churchmen. Cardinal Mercier, the heroic Prelate 
of the Belgians, representing the opinions of the 
Roman Catholic faith, while not committing him
self to a personal belief in Reincarnation, has defi
nitely stated that the doctrine is not in conflict with 
Catholic dogma. For Protestant Christianity, Dean 
Inge, late of St. Paul's London, assumes a similar 
attitude; finding no conflict between this "the oldest 
creed" and modern Episcopaleanism. 

From the preceding, there is reasonable assur
rance that the modern Christian can incorporate the 
doctrine of Reincarnation as a part of his religious 
belief and remain safe within "the odour of sanc
tity." 

Sincerely yours, 
MANLY P. HALL 
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